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IMPROVING THE PERFORMANCE OF AIR FORCE ADAPTIVE OPTICS 
SYSTEMS USING HIGH-RESOLUTION SPATIAL LIGHT MODULATORS 

WITH DEFORMABLE MIRRORS: FINAL REPORT 

1. Executive Summaiy 
This document pre^nts a (xnnprehensive technical summary of the most 

significant work accomplished on Air Force Office of Scientific Research Contract 
Number F49620-99-1-0342, "In^roving the performance of Air Force adaptive optics 
systems using high-resolution qjatial light modulators with deformable mirrors." Since 
closed loop wave front a)ntrol (WFC) systems currently being developed by the Air 
Force have residual wave front errore that reduce image quality. New Mexico State 
University has developed method to reduce those residual errore and improve the quality 
(Strehl ratio) of Air Force WFC systems. Our approach is to develop concepts that utilize 
high-resolution spatial light modulatore to improve the achievable system Strehl ratio. 
Two such concepts are (a) high resolution secondary WFC loops, and (b) reconfigurable 
Shack-Hartmann wave front ^nrors (RSHS) Iwsed on Uquid crystal devices (LCD). A 
high-resolution adaptive optics test bed has been developed at NMSU using LCD's 
extracted from LCD projectors, and it has been u^d successfiiUy to lest both the 
seconctary loop and RSHS concepts. Results indicate ttot both concepts improve system 
performance. Tha work was done by Eh-. Michael K. Giles, co-director of NMSU's 
Electro-Optics Research Laboratory, in cooperation with Dr. Mikhail Vorontajv, director 
of the Army Research Laboratory's Intelligent Optics Laboratoiy in Adelphi, Maryland, 
and Co-PI of this project, a service he provided fxie of charge. Dr. Michael Roggemann 
of Michigan Technological Univereity (MTU) was included as a subcontractor on this 
project during FY2001 and FY2002. 

The most significant technical accon^lishments of this work are the following: 

(1) Ejqjerimental jwrformance analysis of a high-resolijtion wave front <»ntrol 
system with a MEMS defommble mirror. 

(2) Ejqjerimental performance analysk of a high-resolution ^condaiy wave front 
control loop with a LCD wave front corrector working in concert with a 
phaire-contrast LCD-based ^rnike filter wave front sensor. Simulated 
primary loop data with residual wave front errors was u^ as iapvA to the 
secondary loop, thus demonstrating the utility of a ^condary loop. 

(3) Experimental performance analysis of a reconfigurable Sh^k-Hartmann 
wave front ^nsor (RSHS) using a dynamic lenslet array written on a 
projector LCD, 

(4) A new approach to controlling a deformable mirror in beam projection 
systems ojwrating in conditions of strong turbulence was introdiwed. It has 
been shown that the nonlinear optimi2ation of an image sharpness metric can 
significantly improve the performance of the beam projection system. 



Item (1) was completed at the U. S. Army Research Laboratory's Intelligent Optics 
Laboratoiy, items (2) and (3) were convicted at NMSU's Electro-Optics Research 
Laboratory, and item (4) w^ conq>leted at Michigan Technological University. The 
simulated primary loop data for Item (2) were alM> provided by MTU. Conylete 
descriptions of the esqjCTimental equipmeirt, ret up, and procedures for each of the four 
items listed above are contained in actions 2,3,4, and 5, respectively. 

The specific references for each topic are included in the order cited at the end of 
the respective sections, but a aimplete bibliography is also included as the last section in 
the report. Ten pai^rs have been published as a direct result of this work. They are feted 
in bold as numbers 1 through 10 in the complete bibliography on pages 41 and 42 of this 
report. We should mention that at least three additional papers ba^ on this contract, but 
not Ikted in the bibliography, are teing prepared for pubUcation within the coming year. 

This work has supported two Postdoctoral Fellow (Dr. Thomas We^auch and Dr. 
Sarah John at the Army Rerearch laboratoiy), three Ph.D. students (Tony Seward, Chueh 
Ting, and Jungtae Rha at NMSU) and tlirce Masters students (Ray Jimenez at NMSU and 
two students at MTU). Mr. Rha just defended his Ph.D. dissertation titled "Wave Front 
Sensing and Reconstruction Using a Twisted Nematic Liquid Crystal Device" on 
December 11,2002. 



2. Experimental perfomiance anatysb of a high-i^iolution wavefront control 
system with a MEMS deformable mirror 

We investigated the perfomiance of an adaptive optical system coMisting of two 
separate ojntrol loops for large-scale (tip and tilt) and higher order wavefront distortions. 
Tip and tilt correction was performed using a piezoelectric actuated mirror and a linear 
position sensitive detector (PSD). The ^condary control loop u^s a MEMS defommble 
mirror as high-reailution wavefront corrector and the stochastic parallel gradient de«»nt 
(SPGD) algorithm for model-free optimization of a system i»rfomance metric (e.g. 
Strehl ratio). 

The investigation con^rised the following steps: 
■ Evaluation of MEMS mirrors 
■ Adapting of a SPGD controller for controlling MEMS mirrors 
■ Optimizing controller hard- and wftvrare 
■ Set-up of the adaptive optics ^stem with two cwntrol loops 
■ Tests with laboratory generated turbulence 
■ Perfomiance evaluation with la^r beams propagating through atmospheric 

turbulence 

2.1. High Resolution Wavefront Control System 

2.1.1. MEA^ Mirrors 
Deformable mirrors (DMs) ba^d on MEMS technology are ejqjected to tephuix 

conventional DMs due to low-cost nmnufacturing. The u^ of MEMS deformable 
mirrore (jiDMs) will however only be |K>ssible if their optical and mechanical properties 
match those of conveirtioiral DMs. We comjwred tiius several different jiDM technology 
approaches esp. with respect to the u^d SPGD a)ntrol strategy [1-3]. 

Table 2.1 summarizes l»sic design parametere and important ejqjerimental results 
for all mirrors under investigatioiL Three tesically different d^ign strategies were used 
for the jiDMs: 
■ The OKO mirror (from Flexible Optical B.V., The Netherlands) combts of a 

microm^hin«l |im-fliick membrane attachM to a PCB wifli tite electrode stn«jture 
(Fig. 2.1 i^- The active area 1^ a diameter of 12 mm. 

■ The ^DMs from MEMSOptical (MOz, MOs) and the University of Colorado (UC) 
have small mirror aie^ attached to the substrate by fleaires of different shape (Fig. 
2.1. b, e, e, re^«ctively). Fleioires and mirror amsist of aluminum (MO mirrors) or 
ixjlysilicon with additional reflective layer (UC). The center-to-center distance 
between actu^>ra is 500 |im and 250 pm for the MO and UC mirrors, respectively. 
Because of flie low fill f^tor lenslet arrays have to be used wflh the^ jiDMs. The 
main advairtage of their design is the low oj^ration voltage. 

■ The pDb^ from Boston Univerefty have the actiml mirror membrane attached to 
the actuators by attachment posts. The membrane can be continuous (BUI2TT)5 
segmented with each segment attached to one actuator allowing a piston ^pe 
nrovement (BU^p), and a segmented memteane with four a>mere of ^j«;ent 
segments attached to one actuator allowing for tip-tilt as well ^ piston movement 
(BUtt aiKl BUi2TT, Fig. 2.1 a, d). BUtt was a prototype with 250 jun ^gment size and 
5x5 actuatore, the BU12 mirrors have 140 actuatois (12x12 without the comer 
elements) with 300 jim segments. These mirrors require high voltage (200 - 300 V). 



TabI B2.1:S ummary of mirror properties [1,3] 

T N dM dp U ds 
(Hm) (kHz) 

Vim 
(kHz) 

OKO CM 37 12 mm 
^tive 

aperture 

1.75 mm 
(hexagonal) 

0-210 V 6 2 

■ 

MO« P 36 160 Jim 500 nm 
(rectangular) 

0-15 V 0.7 5.8 - 

MO, P 36 100 Jim 500 Jim 
(rectangular) 

0-30 V 1.1 5.3 - 

UC P 128 74 Jim 250 nm 
(rectangular) 

0-11 V 0.9 - 6 

BUtt TT 25 242 Jim 250 nm 
(rectangular) 

0-300 V 0.9 - 24 

BUuM CM 140 300 Jim 300 nm 
(rectangular) 

0-200 V 2 - 7.5 

BUllTT TT 140 292jim 300 Jim 
(rectangular) 

0-200 V 2 - 12 

BU,2P P 140 292 Jim 300 urn 
(rectangular) 

0-200V 2 - 18 

(Tt5 me of I notion ( P piston, TT tip-tift, M conti muous men ttlnrane). M number of 
mtxMots, du size of mirror, dp TOtuator pitch, U actuator voltage range ds actuator 
stroke, Vres reK)nance fi^quency, vsds 3dB teMwidth) 



ei 

Fig. 2.1. MicroiK»pe images of different MEMS deforamble mirrore. a) BUtt, b) 
Moz, c) Mos, d) BUiarr, e) UC, f) OKO (M=inirror, S^jring, P=^ttachment post) 
[3]. 

Interferometer images and far field pattern of thyree diflf«ent mirrors (BUn, 
BUiaiT, MOs) are shown in Fig. 2.2. They demonstrate that tto optical quality m not yet 
satfefectoty. The BU mirrore show print-through pattam from the underlying actuator 
stmcture v^ei^ in ca^ of tfie MOs mirror the lenslet array is a limiting fector. 

The dynamic range of flie differeirt mirrore is demonstrated in Fig. 2.3. ITK 
OKO, MC^ and MOs mirrore show pronounced resonance belavior, they can be u^sd for 
fi«quencies up to 1 kHz (OKO) or 3 kHz (MO). TTw UC mirrore has a strongly damped 
fi«quency respond curve. Fastest r^ponse is provided by the BUtt jiDM (the 3dB 
trandwidth is about 24 kHz), but its design allows only small stroke. The slightly 
differeirt BXJUTT mirror with larger stroke has a tandwidth of about 18 kHz. ITie piston 
type BUi2p shows a veiy weak resonance and the BUiacM |iDM with a continudus 
membrane the lowest toidwidth of the BU mirror femily. 



Fig. 2.2. Interferometer inures of mirror sur&ce (a, c, e) aM fer-field pattern (b, d, 
^ of mirrore BUtt (a, b), BUI2TT (C, d), MOg with lenslet array (e, t) wfth no voltage 
applied [3]. 

-T—T—T—I-T-r 

B 
wo     v(kHz) 100.0 

Fig. 23, Frequency reqjonse curves of MEMS mirrors under investigation [3]. 

2.1.2. SPGD Controller 
The SPGD wavefroirt controller u^ for the investigations consists of suf^rvisory 

controller and seven VLSI chips (AdOpt system) tliat implement the stoclmstic parallel 
gradient-desMsnt algorithm for optimisation of a s<»br fwrfommnce metric (Strehl ratio). 
ITie controller chips generate at emh iteration step n statistically independent wntrol 

.(«) («)i parameter perturtetions {8«j.'} in parallel for all N control voltages {MJ '}, where 
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j = 1,..., N. Tim perturbations have the same absolute value a but p^udo-random sign, 
thus < 8uj 8«j^ >= a bj^, where 8^^ =^1, for i=t^ 0, otherwise) fe the Kronecker symbol 
After application of the control voltage perturbations to the MEMS mirror the system 
measures a perturbed metric value (here usually the Sfaehl ratio) P^"^. Then the signs of 

all perturlmtion voltages are inverted and the corresponding metric value PJ"^ is 
mcMured, i.e. 

P« =P(uP ±8««,...,«f ±&ufK..;uP +8«« . (1) 

The control voltages are then updated a»ording to the rule 

«(»+»=„«+y[FW_p_(«)Jsign[5„W] (2) 

with an appropriately chosen update coefficient y. The system performs maximization or 
minimization of the metric P depending on the sign of y. 

A PC equqjp^ with digital/analog in- and outputs was used for supervkory 
control although the AdOpt ^stem is designed to u^ a PIC <x>ntroller for this purpore. 
The PC allowed for an ^sier software development and vtm also u^d for data 
acquisition to evaluate the system performance. With a fest PC (1 GHz) and optimization 
of the AdOpt cxmtml algorithm an iteration rate of 11.5 kHz was ashieved, vdiere the 
limiting fectore were the response of the MEMS mirror (BUa) and the high voltage 
an^jlifier [2-4]. 

2.1.3. Adaptive Optics System Laboratory Test 
Fig. 2.4 shows a schematic of the AO system usi^ for laboratoiy tests [4]. It was 

conqwsed of two suteystems: a 132-channel micro-scale (MEft^ mirror/VLSI 
controllCT) adaptive i^stem QiAOS) and a 2-axis wave-froirt tilt control system (TCS). A 
linearly polariz^ input beam (3 mm diameter) firom a k^r-diode (^=690 nm) wm 
reflected from polarizing beam splitter PBS and directed to the MEN© mirror. After 
reflection from MEMS mirror and double jwss through X/4-waveplate WP the input wave 
polari2ation was clmng^ to ortliogonal and i»s:%d through team splitter wtthout aiergy 
loss. To introduce small-;%ale dynamic phase distortions the beam size was expanded to 
12 mm diameter by flw lens system £i and £2. The exparded bram was reflected from 
the t^tilt mirror M| and pas^ flirough a turbulent region. We used two «}ldering irons 
and a metal grid with a (»11 siro of 1 mm placed 40 mm below the la^r beam for 
generation of a turbulent airflow. A small fen wm u^d to inci^i^ flie air convection 
qjeed in the area of the b^r team. The distorted beam was divi(W by about 5OT4 using 
the beam splitter BSi and ^nt (after passing the lenses L3 and £4) to both TCS and /4AOS 
system photo-detectore. 

Wave-fix)nt tilts were conipensat«l using a beam control system t»^ on a beam 
steering mirror (Physik Instrumente) and position sensitive detector (PSD) from Pacific 
Silicon Sensor, Inc. The focal plane of lens £1 was in^ed by the microa»pe objective 
MO onto the sur&» of the PSD (a duo-lateral photodiode with a 10x10 mm^ active area) 
thus providing measurements of the foci^sd beam x- and j^centroid coordiMtes. The 



corresponding x- andj^-position signals fix)m the PSD were i^xi as feedback sigimls to 
conqjensate vrave-front tilts and stabilize the la^r beam focal spot position ia the center 
of the PSD. TTie tilt control system clowd-loop Imndwidth w^ near 300 Hz. 

The /MOS included a BUiaxr MEMS mirror and the AdOpt VLSI coirtroller. The 
132 control channels were connoted to the same number out of 140 mirror elements in 
such a way tiiat a circular controllable aperture vras provided. As the system 
performance metric J we used the Hght power inside the SO-jim pinhole PH plac^ in the 
lens focal plane and me^uied by a photo-mult^jlier. This metric J is proportional to the 
Strehl ratio St commonly used in aiaptive optics. The wlues of the ^rformance metric J 
were iwed for on-chip con^utetions of the control voltages { «,•} (i=l,,.., 132). These 
control voltages were an^lified by a set of high-voltage amplifiere (in the range of 0 to 
200 V) and applied to the MEMS mirror electrode. 

Fig, 2,4. Adaptive optics 
systems iM«d for laboratory 
experiments with the tilt 
control system TCS and the 
high-resolution micro-scale 
adaptive optics system 
fiAOS {41 

The parallel analog on-chip control voltage con^JutatioiB and tiie high (near 17 
kHz) micro-mirror aray tendwidth allowed for the firet time a sub-millisecond 
wavefront «)rrection rate - the system performed 11,000 control voltages updates 
(fterations) per %coiul. This fast iteration rate enabled the demonstration of real-time 
ateptive correction of turbulence induced M«ve-front ph^ distortions. Fig. 2.5 
sumnrarizes the main results of the ejqjeriments. It shovre the protebility density 
fimctions of the perfonmnce metric J for diflferent wavefront distortion condensation 
conditions: 



Curve 1: Both, TCS and ftAOS, were ofiE; turbulence generation was on 
Curve 2: Only ftAOS was on (TCS wm ofi^; turbulence generation was on 
Curve 3: Only TCS was on (pAOS vras of^; turbulence generation was on 
Curve 4: Both, TCS and fiAOS, were on; turbulence generation w^ on 
Curve 5: Both, TCS and fiAOS, were on; turbulence generation w^ off 
In the ateence of adaptation the protebUfty density fimction (curve 1) is wide indicating a 
high level of the intensfty ^intillations. The compensation of wave-fix>nt tilts only ( 
curve 3) resulted in an increa^ of the averaged intensity level <J> (shift of the PDF 
curve maximum). This compensation of just wave-front tilts had almost no impact on the 
intensfty scintillation level; the prolmbility density flmctions without adaptation and with 
tilt-only compensation have approximately IJte same width. Thfa can be explained by the 
prei^nce of strong higha" order aberrations resulting in the appearance of several spots in 
the focal intensity distribution. The tilt coirtiol system is not able to change the intensity 
distribution itirelf and instead moves the entire beam «> as to place the most closely 
located intensity spot imide pinhole. Adaptive compensation of high order agnations 
using the ftAOS (curve 2) resulted in a noticeable decrease of the intensity scintillation 
level (narrowing the prolmbilfty density fimction) if conqjared with the PDF curves 
corresponding to the al^nce of adaptation or to the tilt control PDF curve in Fig. 2.5. 
The high order aberration condensation with the ftAOS provided formation of a single 
focal plane ^ot thus d^^e^ing Uie intensity scintillation level. The con^nsation of 
both vrave-fiwnt tilts ar«l high order aberrations resulted in a fiirther (approximately two- 
fold) increase of the average metric value. 

0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8    J    1.0 
Fig. 2.5. Protebility density flmctions p of the performance metric J for different 
operation conditions of Ae adaptive optics system. The iuMges a and b show an 
averaged intensity distribution in the focal plane of lens L4 (location of pinhole PH) 
wfth the adaptive ^stem off and on, respwtively. The dotted circle demonstrates 
the size of the pintole [4]. 



For (»niparison we abo measured the probability distribution fimctions in the 
system without turbulence (curve 5), which corresponds to the optimal adaptation level 
that can he thieved. This "turbulence-free" PDF curve is still quite wide (about half as 
wide as the corresponding curve with turbulence pre^nt). The intensity (metric) 
scintillations causing the PDF curve vddening in the ateenc« of turbuleiKe result from 
vrave-front plmse perturtetions introduced by the ftAOS ^stem itself. Indeed, in the 
absence of both turbulence and adaptation (no applied perturlmtions), the prolmbility 
distribution curve (not shown in Fig. 2.5) is almost 3 times narrower than curve 5. 

The frame-averaged focal plane intensity distributions wititout <»rrection aM 
with ad^tive compemation (lx)th TCS and fiAOS system are on) are also shown in Fig. 
2.5 as inset images, a and b, respectively. For feme averaging we u^sd 50 intensity 
distributions taken in intervals of 1 ^«ond. The pinhole position is shown by tte dotted 
circle corresponding to the pinhole diameter of 50 |im. Analysis of the ejqwrimental data 
shows that simultaneous conection of lx)th wave-froirt tilts and higher order aberrations 
allowed near 92% oftiie naximumpossible average nwtric ^ue <J> <»rresponding to 
undistorted conditions to be achieved. The normaliKid standard deviation of the bram 
quality metric aj vras decreased from 0.41 for the uncorrected (^sc to 0.13 using the 
res and pAO systems simultaneously. 

2.2. System Performance Evaluation with Atmospheric Propagation 
For t^s on ARL's atmospteric la^r optics testbed (A-LOT) the system was modified 
[5], s»e Fig. 2.6. The hght mvam (laser diode LD) with a collimating lens vras pkced on 
a water tower in 2.3 km distance from the laboratory building. To avoid beam steering a 
diflfij^r was placed in front of the laser diode. A telea»i» built from lenses LI, L2 and a 
periKX»pe-like structure cxjn^rising miirors Ml, M2 collected the U^t Mid redirected it 
oirto an ofAical table in the laboratory. 

The primaty coirtrol loop included now an additional beam steering mirror (slow, 
but with large angle) to allow for <»nq)ensation of wavefront tilts indu(^ by a relative 
mis^ignment of mirrors Ml (inside a shed on the loof of the Iwiilding) and M2 (on the 
optical table) due to thermal expansion, etc. Ml was adjusted by the t^tilt oinholler in 
such a way that the average angles of the fest pieajelwteic actuated mirror M3 were kept 
in tte middle of theur dynamic range. The i^condaiy control loop u»d the power P of 
the light that «>uld be couplal into a single-mode fiber placed in the focal plane FIO of 
lens LIO as f^teck signal for the AdOpt VLSI controller. TTiis metric P can be 
considei^ as a good approximation for the Strehl ratio. 
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Laboratory Water tower 

F^. 2.6. Schematic of the AO system used with ARL's atmospheric laser optics 
testb«l [5] 

2.2.1. Primary Control Loop Test: Wavefront Tip-Tilt Correction 
Figure 2.7 a shows the trace of tiie tq) and tilt angle measured during a 2 second 

interval without beam steering. From a time series of tip-tilt angle measurements during 
a S-nunute period we calculat«l the correqjonding proW>ilfty densfty function (PDF), 
which is prerented in Fig. 2.8 (denoted "ofif"). Wave front distortions from atmospheric 
turbulence as well as vibrations are the main coirtributions to tte tqj-tilt vari^ions during 
this short-term measurement. Longer ol^rvation times reveal a slower motion due to 
thermal e3q>ansion etc. that have a much larger aale (exceeding 250 jirad). After turning 
on beam storing, the wriation of tip and tilt is strongly reduced (Fig. 2.7 b), the 
con«q)ondii^ PDF (Fig. 2.8 "on") is much larrower. The residual team deviation angle 
was calculated from the PDF to about 3 jirad [5]. 

11 
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Fig. 2.7. Trace of the measured tip and tilt angles in the entrance pupil during a 2 
^cond interval wfth the beam steering system off (a) and on (b). 
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Fig. 2.8. Probability density fimction (PDF) for the measured tilt angle with beam 
steering on and oflF(a^uired during a 3-minute intCTval) 

2.2.2. High Resolution Wavefront Correction 
Due to tlw long horizontal propagation in atmospheric turbulence a highly 

Ksintillated signal was received in tfie entrance pupil (lens LI); Fig. 2.9 a depicts the 
intensity distribution in this plane. The atmospheric distortions those iirtroduc^ by the 
diflRirer prevent an efficient focusing of the beam. The intensity distribution in the focal 
plane of lens LIO (a snapshot is shown in Fig. 2.9 b) is thus miwh wider than the 
distribution of an undfetorted reference team (the light from a single-mode fiber placed 
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in the focal ptone Fl of lens LI), which is shown for comparron in Fig. 2.9 c with the 
same smle. The refractive index stracture ronstant c| was about 2x10"'* m'^ when 
images 2.9 a and 2.9 b were taken. 

Fig. 2.9. Intensity distributions in the piipil plane of lens LI (a) and the focal plane 
FIO of lens LIO (b). The focal spot obtained with a reference beam from a single- 
mode fiber located in the focml plane Fl of lens LI is shown in (c) for comparison 
[5]. 

The amount of light that could actually be coupled into the fiber v/es subject to 
strong fluctuations because of the rapid change of the optical field in pupU and focal 
plane. Figure 2.10 a shows a san^le time wries of power measurements, taken when the 
SPGD AO system was off and t^p-tilt control on. The power sjK^tium, which is shown in 
Fig. 2.10 b was olrtained by averaging flK spectra of 1000 sub^quent measurements. 
The power ^ues are normalized to the d.c. conqwnent. The spectrum reveals frequeiwy 
components up to about 500 Hz. 
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F^. 2.10. a) Sanqjle time ^ies of metric measurements (optical power coupled 
into tl» fiber), b) Averaged power spectnim [5]. 

The (long-term) power fluctuation of the la^r light that in^i^ed the entrance 
pupil made ft difficult to cxmqjare the r«»ived power level with and wtttout adaptive 
optics in Il» ejqjeriment with real atmoqjheric propa^tion. To suppress long-term 
effects the power w^ measure in short intervals (about 700 tm), where the high- 
r^lution AO system (Le. the ME^^/VLSI ^stem) was off in the first half aiwl on in flw 
soxjnd half [5], xe F^. 2.11. TMs wm repeat«i for 1000 tin»s with a short \xegk 
betwren the measurements for savii^. The tip-tilt control system was on during the 
whole measurement time. Then the average j^wer for the intervab as well as the 
prol»bility density fimction (PDF) for power values with and without the SPGD AO 
system working WCTC (^Iculated. 
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time 
Fig. 2,11.   Procedure for testing flie performance of distortion con^nsation: 
Power values are recorded during short (aboirt 0.7 s) intervals.   The SPGD AO 
system fa off during the first half of the period and on during the second half  A 
break between the intervals is used for saving data. 

The results for two different ejqperimental conditions (coupling into a single-mode 
aM into a multi-mode fiber) are shown in Fig. 2.12. For the ca^ of the single-mode fiber 
the ^condary high-resolution AO system improved the average fiber coupling efficiency 
by about 50 % (Fig. 2.12 a). As can be seen fi-om the prolmbility density fimctions for 
the iK)wer leveb (Fig. 2.12 b) high-power values beconw much nwre likely with the 
Mcondary loop working. 
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Fig. 2.12. Averaged evolution curve of the power coupled into the fiber (a) and 
ejqjerimental prolmbility density ftinctions for power values with the hi^- 
reM)lution secoi^aiy control loop on and off (b) [5]. 

a 

Fig. 2.13.  Averaged intensity distributions in the fijcal plane FIO wfth the high- 
reajlution adaptive system oflf and on (a and b, respectively) [5], 
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Figure 2.13 shows the averages of focal plane (FIO) intensity distributioiK for the 
two cases: (a) the wcondaiy loop is ofi^ (b) the ^condaiy loop is on. Each image was 
obtained by averaging 400 fiames, which were recorded suteequently at 30 fiame^s. 
Tte increai^ intensity in the center of Fig. 2,13 b illustrates tte i»rfoniMnce of the 
^condaiy loop. The esqwrimente were performwi on a rather hot summer day; c| was 
about 10"** m'^. Fig. 2.14 shows the TOrr^wnding intensity profiles (averages of 
annular are^) for the two ca^s. The fiber diameter corr^ponds to about 15 pixels. 
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Fig. 2.14. Intensity profile in the focal plane wfth and without adaptation by the 
secondary loop ("AO on" and "AO ofi^" respectively). The in^t shoira the focal 
plane image for "AO on" and a cirole with 100 pixels dmmeter for scaling. 

In «)iK;Iusion, we built an oJaptive optics system consi^ing of a bram-stwring 
sy^em as primaiy loop and a 132-contiol-channel adq>tive optics system using a micro- 
machined deformable mirror rontrolled by the SPGD VI^I system as ^condaiy loop. 
TTK system was t^ed with laboratoiy-generat«l turbulence and with an atmospheric 
propagation patL Althou^ experimental circumstances were not very fevorable for the 
latter ejqjerimeite (the remote b^r a>ur<» w^ fiimbh«l with a diflft^ to avoid beam 
storing), the pre^mtwJ first e^qperiments demonstrated the improvement of the Strehl 
ratio after a 2.5 km atnrospheric path in the case of rather strong turbulence wtth 

<m' m 
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3. Experimental performance anatysis of a high-resolution secondaiy wave front 
control loop 

In an effort to inqjrove the achievable Strehl ratio of Air Force closed-loop 
adaptive optics ^stems, the adaptive optics team at New Mexico State Univeisity 
(NMSU), in coopei^on with researchere at the Army Research Laboratory's (ARL) 
Intelligent Optics Laboratory, m investigating concepts ttot utili^ high-resolution 
LCSLM devices such as the array of microscopic liquid crystal ph^ modulatora that 
make up a liquid crystal television (LCTV) jwnel to corr«^ vrave fronts that have been 
distorted due to pnpagation through tte atmoq>here. One concept that appeare to be very 
promising utilizes a liquid crystal focal plane mask to generic a &mike [1] filter and 
thus produce a phase-<»ntrast irradianc^ image of the system pupil wherein the phase   ■ 
distribution in the pupil become an irradiance distribution in the image. In^roved 
contrast of the phase-contrast image is obtained by forming two such images using ±n/2 
^rnike filters. The inMiance information in the^ two phase-contr^ pupil images is 
subtracted to form a differential phase-contrast image that is lued to drive a high- 
resolution liquid crystal phase modulator «> ^ to correct the input phaM? errore in the 
pupil. This paper follows closely an earlier theoretical paper on focal plane masks by 
Seward, et al [2], Similar analysis is also found in recent papers by Vorontsov, Justh, et al 
[3,4], Section 3.1 summari2»s the basic theory of ph^e-contrast adaptive optics. Section 
3.2 discusses the experimental setup of the optics and the electronic signals used to 
control the LCTV's, and sections 3.3 and 3.4 pre^nt the esqperimental results and 
conclusions. 
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3.1. Phase-Contrast Adaptive Optics—^Baslc Theory 
3.1.1. Wave front measurement 

Figure 3.1 is a generalized unit nwgnification phaMs-contrast imaging system. 
Wave fronts passing throu^ tte telescope pupil are focu^d and thus Fourier transfonned 
onto the image plane. The focu^ wave front is then Fourier transformed to form a new 
inage of the pupil at the wave front sensor ptane as shown. The differential &mike filter 
is plw:«d in the image plane «»as to introduce a phase shift of±Ml2 to the zeio-frequency 
Fourier con^nent of tte pupU fimction. The phase shift of the zero-frequency 
con^jonent caui^s the pha^ distribution in the pupil to be imaged as an irradiance 
distribution at the wave front ^nia>r plane, thiK allowing the pha^ to be visualized and 
mrasur^l. The mathem^ical l^is is summarized in the next two sulwections. 

P, Teles^se 
Pupil 

F.toage Plane 
^mikeFflter 

S, Wave Front 
&nsOT Plane 

Figure 3.1. Simplified general layout for a ptose-contiast &mike filter using a unit 
magnification system. 

3.1.2.   Smq>lifled analysis for small pig>il phase fluctuations in the pupil plane 
The wave froirt at the pupil of the teleax)pe can l» expressed as 

T(x,y) = P(x,y) e^D^(x,y)], (3.1) 

^ere P(x,y) is tite field in the pupil plane in the ateenc^ of any phase flw^tuations and 
^(x,y) reprerents the pla» error in the pupil plane. For snail pha» fluctuations m flie 
pupil, ^(x,y) m very snmll, and Euler's taw mathematfcally d«x>nqx)%s the e^)onential 
phase into two parts, a zero-fi«quency term and a term containing the higher spatial 
fiequency flw:1iiations: 

exp[j(^(x,y)] = cos[^(x,y)] + jsin[^>(x,y)]« 1 + j<Kx,y). (3.2) 

As the esqxnjential pha» fimction of equation (3.2) pas^s through a Zemike filter having 
a n/2 pha^ drift at its cerrter (zero fiequency) and zero pha% shift in the area 
surrounding its center, the constant term in equation (3.2) is multiplied by the conqilex 
eiqjonentml term, ei^n/2) = j. Therefore, the filtered esqwnential phare fimction 
becomes j[l+ ^(x,y)], and the resulting irradiance fimction at the wave fiont ^nair plane 
contains the original pupil plm^ error, ^(x,y), as a measurable spatial fluctuation of the 
kradiance fimction. 

r(x,y) = |P(x,y)p |j[l + +(x,y)]p =|P(x,y)p [1 + 2(Kx,y) + *\x,y)]«|P(x,y)f [1 + 2<Kx,y)l,   (3.3) 
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where, since ^>(x,y) is snmlL, ^^(x,y) is insignificant. 

Similarly, vdien the phase shift at the center of the &mike filter deaait^ above k 
changed from it/2 to ^t/2, tte ojnstant term in equation (3.2) m multiplied by ex^-jn/2) 
= -j, aiMi the filtered pMm fimction becomes j[<Kx,y - 1] M) that the faulting irradiance 
fimction ^ the wave front sensor pkne becomes 

ir-(x,y) = |P(x,y)f Umy) - llf = |P(x,y)P [l - 2*(x,y) + ^W)] «|P(x,y)f [1 - 2^(x,y)].    (3.4) 

Subtracting the --KH result from the +it^ result, we obtain the output of the differential 
&mike filter: 

r (x,y) - ET (x,y) = 4#(x,y) |P(x,y)f. (3.5) 

The dynamic &mike mask i^sd in this experiment switches the central pha^ altemately 
between +ii/2 and -it/2 every time <|»(x,y) is measured, and the dynamic differential signal 
iMed to calculate tte phase error is tiie visibility fimction, 

V=[r(x,y)-^(x,y)]/[r(x,y) + ^(x,y)]. (3.6) 

For sn^ pupil phase fluctuation, V = 2^(x,y ). Therefore, the values of ^(x,y) are 
calculated directly from the value of V con^juted at every pixel The nwtric of equation 
(3.Q allows fi)r a calculation of the phase error that is independent of po^ible qmtial 
fluctuatk>ns in the irradiance at the wave front seiwor plane. 

3.1.3. Large phase fluctuMons in the pupil plane 
For the general case of larger phase fluctuations, equ^on (3.7) from Bom and 

Wolf [5], p. 427, gives the irradiance at the pupil image of a classical Z«mike plw^- 
coirtrai^ ^stem as 

m^y) = |Cf |P(x,y)f [t* + 2{1 - teroa - cos^(x,y)+ te<w(a - +(x,y))}], (3.7) 

^wre t b the an^litude transmission of the filter, a fa the phas^ shift at the <»nter of the 
filter mask, and C fa a constant that ensures con^rvation of ener^. Equation (7) fa 
derivoi in reference 2. For our s^em, t = 1 and a = i3€/2. Therefore, for large phase 
fluctuations, equatbns (3.3), (3.4), (3.5), aal (3.6) bwome [5] 

r (x,y) = |Cf |P(x,y)f [3 - 2cos+(x,y) + 2sin(*(x,y))}], (3.8) 

E-(x.y) = |Cp |P(x,y)f [3 - 2cos#(x,y) - 2sin(iKx,y))}] (3.9) 

r (x,y) - ^ (x,y) = |Cp |P(x,y)p4sin(#(x,y)), (3.10) 

and 

V = 2sin(4!(x,y)) / [3 - 2cos^(x,y)]. (3.11) 
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3.1.4. Wave front compensation 
A frame grabber is used to grab the ^quential ±KI2 phase-contrast images formed 

at tiie wave front senM>r (plane S in Figure 3.1), and the pfacel gray abates of the two 
images are u^d to calculate the differential irradiance vwibility, V, given in equation 
(3.6), at every pixel. The^ valu^ of V at every pixel are then converted to the 
corresponding gray scale levels needed to drive a LCTV phase aa'een and con^nsate 
the ii^ut phase errore, ^(x,y). 

3.2. The Experiment 
Although ft was developed independently, the NMSU phase-contrast Captive 

optics system is very similar to the wave front irensing and wave front a)ntrol systems 
[3,4] developed by the Army Research Laboratory (ARL) in Adelphi, Maryland. The 
primary difference between the ARL and the N^ffiU experimental systems is found in the 
implementation of the Uquld crystal focal plane mask. Hie ARL e}q»erimental mask is a 
nonlinear ^rnike filter implemented using an optically-addresMd liquid crystal light 
valve, vMle the NMSU experimental mask is a differential Z«mike filter implemented 
using a pha^-modulated pixilated LCTV pai»L Figure 3.2 is a diagram of the high- 
M«>lution plm^-contiast ad^tive optics ^stem that has been in[q)lemented using the 
NMSU H^-Resolution Ad^tive Optics Test Bed [6]. 

A helium neon teer beam errteis the system at the bottom right and jw^es 
through a microaxjpe objective/pinhole spatM filter to form a point mmoQ who^ hght is 
collimated by tibe first lens. Tte wllimated beam illuminates the firet LCTV (the ^stem 
^erture stop) u^ as a pha% aaeen to simulate atmaspheric turbulence. The picture 
Wjeled 'Tiqjut Pha»" illust^es a typical pha% distrftnition (rendered in gray amles) 
u^ for thfa purpo^. 

A two-lens 1:1 imaging system forms an image (a pupil plane) of the first LCTV 
at the location of tte second LCTV which is u^ as flie wave fix>nt corrector. Relay 
oirtics form another pupil image at the location of flie wave front wnror camera (top left 
comer of Figure 3.2). Tte wave froirt »na>r camera m used to visualiM the spatially 
varying pha% error introduced by the first LCTV pta% careen as well as the residual 
^am error after the vrave fi»rrt <»rr^^on toop (left side of Figure 3.2) fa clo^d. 

Five im^e planes (inages of the pomt Kjurce) are formed by fiw i^stem—two sX 
fiw sptttal filter kjcatbns, one at the science camera focal plane (upper right hand comer 
of Figure 3.2), one rt tlw ^mike mask, and one at a diagnostic camera focal ptone. The 
spatial filters, pVxxA at the image planes between inraging len^s in bofii the bottom aiMi 
middle legs of tiw j^stem, filtCT the beam so as to remove tiie unwanted higher diffiaction 
onlens cau^ by the pixilat^ i^iKture of the LCTV ph^ sctwns. 

The ajfence camera records tte ^stem point sp^ad fimction (PSF) as the ir^ut 
and vrave fi»nt con^^or plra^ screens are cluuiged and thus allows the changing PSF to 
be sampled and displayed in real time. The &mike mask fa athird LCTV ui^ to 
implement tlw ^noike plMse-a)nt^st filter. It fa placed at an image plane as showiL 
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Wave Front Correctoff/PupU   Spatial Ulter    Phase Screai/Aperture Stop 

Figure 3.2. The phase-contrast aJaptive optics system. 

The final image plane (not shown in Figure 3.2) formed at the diagnostic camera 
is a magnified image of the focal plane mask that allows the structure of the mask to be 
Men superimposed on the system PSF in order to «isuie that Hm PSF is ^equ^ely 
sampled by tiie pixilated LCTV mask. The system is designed with an F/# tai^e enough 
to produce an id^ diffiaction-limited Airy disk at the mask flat is wide oiough to be 
san^l»l by at least two pixels in ^ch dimei^ion. This eimires ttore will be no aliasing 
in the final pupil plane t&xad^ by tte wave front sensor camraa. Figure 3.3 is an 
ejrample phase-contiast image. Note that the spatially replicated images of the aperture 
stop in the final pupil plane do not overlap, indicating tl^ the PSF is ad^uately sampled. 
Only the ccmtx^ zero-order pha^-contr^ pupil fimction is i^nt to the conopirtCT and 
us«i to compute the foedtmck signal (equation (3.11)) ussd to driire the vmve fi»nt 
corrector. 

Figure 3.3. A phase-contrast image. 
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3.4. Results 
The phase-contrast adaptive optics system works very well for correcting 

simulated static turbulence patterns. It has ala) Iwen used successMly to «>rrect 
simulated dynamic turbulence. Figure 3.4 a pre^nts a simulated static residual phase 
pattern repiei^ntative of the residual pha^ in a teleK»pe pupil after correction using a 
primary adaptive optics loop with a deformable mirror. Figure 3.4 b is the system psf 
obtained using the NMSU high-re«>lution system wfth the residual plrase of Figure 3.4 a 
wrftten on the input ph^e screen, and Figure 3.4 c is the resulting system psf after 
compensation using the high-resolution phase-contrast aiaptive optics system. 

Figure 3.4. Rraults obtained using the high-reajlution pha^-contrast adaptive optics 
system with a static residual pha^ in the ii^ut phare ^reem (a) iiqjut ph^e (gray levels 

0-250 represent phore 0-2ic), (b) degraded psf at the alienee camoB, (c) ojnqjensated psf 

Figure 3.5 shows one fiame fi-om an input ^quence that simulates atmospheric 
turtnilence. Figure 3.6 a and 3.6 b pre^nt the initial degraded psf and the final 
conopensal^ psf obtained fiom a dyiumic ^quem^ of simulated phase patterns similar 
to that slrown in Figure 3.5. 

Figure 3.5. One frame of simulated turbulence written to the iiq>ut phase a^reen. 

There are ^ least two metrics that can l» iwed to determine the effectiveness of the 
clo^d-loop (»n^iKation—psf i»ak irradiance and psf spot si^. As the ^Japtive 
algorithm proceeds, tite enei^ in the sidelobes of flie degradwl psf move into tte waiter, 
causing the overall qjot si2K to deci^ise and the p^c in^iance to increase. In this 
dynamic ejq^eriment, a simulated phare irereen with Kolnwgorov statistics was translated 
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acToss the first LCTV (the system aperture stop shown in Figure 3.2). The flame in 
Figure 3.5 is just one snmll portion of the moving turbulence phase screen, and Figure 3,6 
b is the compensated psf obtainal by closing the a<kptive loop vdiile that portion of the 
phaw a^reen was pre^nt on the ii^ut LCTV. As the phase screen data was scrolled, 
flame by flame, across the iiq>ut LCTV, the <x>mpensat«i psf was recorded and analy^ 
fijr e^h flame. Figure 3.7 prerents the results obtained by analyzing a ^quence of ninety 
frames wfth the adaptive loop open and closed. For ^ich flame, the spot is fitted to a 
Gaussian, Urn standard deviation of the spot is compute (in pixels), and the invert of 
the standaM deviation is plott«i in Figure 3.7. Thus, a smallCT qwt size yields a larger 
^ue of the metric (inverse of standard deviation) in the plots. The upper trace in Figure 
3.7 plots tire inverse spot size (invent of the standard deviation) for the clo^d-loop 
system, and the lower trace plots the same metric for the open-loop ^stem (without 
correction). Althou^ there is a tot of variation in the metric due to the clmt^ing 
turbulenre, the data dmw that the adaptive system worte dyiamically to reduce the size 
of the system psf. 

(a) (b) 
Figure 3.6. Resutts obtained flrom the pha^-contrast adaptive optics system for one flame 
of a dynamic sequence of simulated ii^ut turbulence: (a) initM degraded ps^ (b) 
conjpenated psf for a single flame. 

Figure 3.7. Plots of the metric (inverse of the psf standard deviation) for a requen<» of 
ninety flames of simulated turbuleiwe. The lower tr^» plots the metric for the open-loop 
system and the upper trace for the clo^-loop systeio. 
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In conchision, a cloMd-loop adaptive optics system that u^s a diflferential pha»- 
contrast focal plane filter has been implemented successMly at NMSU. The differential 
filter is implemented ming an electrically-addressed liquid-crystal spatial light modulator 
(LCSLM) operated in a phase-mostly mode. Preliminaiy experimental results indicate 
that the ^stem works well as it autonwtically compemat^ both static and dynamic input 
plmse errore. 
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4. Experimental performance analysis of a reconfignrable Shack-Hartmann wave 
front sensor (RSH) using a dynamic lenslet array written on a projector LCD. 

The conventional Shack-Hartmann wave front mmot (SHS) has a fixed 
suba|wrture size that ^te (1) the amount of light that can be collected by each 
sub^jerture, and (2) the maximum wave front error that can be detect«l without 
ambiguity. Tte sul^warture size ala> determines the number of sub^ertures tihat fit in 
the pupil and therefore the spatial resolution of the \rave froirt measurements. Obviously, 
a tradeoff is made in the design of the wave front ^nsor, aM the sul^jerture size is 
cho^n \ms^ on a>me nominal average ^eing conditioiL If the strength of turbufence 
exceeds the nominal d^ign condition, the rensor can no longer nrake accurate wave front 
measurements bex^i^e (1) the amount of light ooUmt^ by each sutoperture (and the 
corresponding q>ot in^iance) is too small to detect or (2) the ^ve front slojw is so large 
that the spot moves out of the position measurement region of the sutoperture. In Urn 
latter case, the spot either moves into the region of an Mjacent suteperture (musing an 
ambiguity or it nwves into a guard tend region between subapertures designed to avoid 
such ambiguiti^ and is irot detectal. 

We pr^ent a r«x»nfigurable Sh^k-Hartmann wave front mmoT (RSH) wfth a 
dynamic reconfignrable array of lenses written on a ptese-modulated, twined nematic 
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liquid crystal display module (LCD). This mmor can improve the performanw of wave 
front control systems used in Captive optical telea»pe applications by enabling the 
»n«)r to measure the vrave front slope even in poor ^eing conditions. Existing SHS 
systems typically increase the integration time to &M&it more photons as the input 
irradiance d«a«a^s, thus enabling continued (albeit degi^^) operation of the wave 
front control system. The RSH maintains the same integration time (and tendwidth) but 
increa^s the sulraperture size to ojllect more photons and accon^jHsh the same purpo^. 
In action 4.1 we show that thfe increaw in spatial integration produces a significairtly 
smaller residual error than an equivalent increase in the integration time. Suppo^, for 
example, that the ^nsor is working with a standard suteperture size when an increase in 
ajintillatfon cau^s tl» Hartmann s|X)t irradiance to drop below the threshold of detection. 
In such a situation, the RSH monitore the spot irradiance and automatically increaires the 
subaperture sire to a>llect more light and thus incrra^s Hm spot irroiiance, enabling the 
system to continue its operation, albeit with reduced spatkl resolution. Similarly, tte 
alaptive sen«>r, which u^s a high-ie«)lution CCD to measure the spot caitroids, <»n 
monitor the sjwt positiom and automatically inci^i^ the size of the approprkte 
sub^jertures vi^never spots begin to nwve into adjacent regions. 

This reconfigurable i»na)r can ala> improve tiie quality of the wave fi»nt 
measurements in the following manner. Guard Ixmis used betw^n subapertures to avoid 
measurement ambiguities can cai^ gaps in the m^sured wave front. The dyiwmic array 
of lenMss can be shifted l^k and forth betwwn measurements to fill in the g^s, thus 
producing a more ajn^lete and accxasAe measurenwnt of the eiAke vmve front. 
Section 4.2 pre^nts the des^ and layout of the RSH, and i^ction 4.3 prewnts 
experimental results using the RSH in the presence of simulated Kolmogorov turbulence 
and under conditions of changing irradiance. 

4.1. R^idual wave front errors due to increasing spatial and temporal int^ration 
The performance of an niaptive optics ^stem m dependent on a variety of 

condttk>ns aiwl parameteis. Tymn pre^nts a conyjrehensive list and d^ussion of die 
various errors emxjuitered by Captive optic ^stems [1]. Thre« fiuulamental aspects of a 
system are ti^ tenqwial respoiee, the wave front ^p^ial sampling, and the wave front 
^nsing rwliometric performance. For an Mtronomical system tlat u^s a Hartmann wave 
finnt sen»)r and a zonal deformable minor, and assuming KJolomogorov atmospheric 
statistics, the wave front con^^ion variance due to finite tenqsoral response is. 

(L 
temp 

•.sn 

\Jc ) 
tT..J =   ^ (4.1) 

where^ is the atawqjheric Gi^nwood fi«quency and^ is the system closed-loop cutoff 
fr«iuency. The cutoff frequency is invei^sly related to the integration time. A/, of the 
wave front »nsor, 

/. =— (4.2) 
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where JV is a fector that depend on the efficiency of the closed-loop s^em. Sanqiling 
theoiy requires tlmt N have a value of at le^t 2. In practice, N 'm often as large as 10. 
The q)atial sampling/fitting error variaiwe m given by. 

5/3 

(4.3) 

where r^ is the atmospheric coherence diameter, r^ is the effective dfetance between 
deformable mirror mtmiors at the entrance pupil, and «ris an influence fiinction 
parameter that ranges in value from 0.23 for a Gaussian as^mtot influence to 1.26 for 
piston-only inflwnce. In pi^tice, r, is also ^ically ^ual to the length of a wave front 
sena)r subaperture zone. The vmve fiont variance due to wave fix>nt ^nsor radiometric 
sigiml-to-noiM! ratio, SNR, can be deajribed by. 

ff' 

4'SNR' 
(4.4) 

^ere pis a parameter that depends on the Hartmann spot ^nsing approach. For a quad- 
cell, p= 0.35. 

Any of tte three errore described by Eqs. (4.1), (4.3), and (4.4) <»uld dominate 
the corrected wave front result depending on conditions in which the system fa ojwrating. 
If we consider the sftuation where low-light on the wave front ^nsor is of prinary 
concern, then there are es^ntially two appro^hes for improving tiie wave front sensing 
sigiwl-to-noi^ ratio: A) increase the wave front s«n«»r iirtegration time, or B) incr^se 
the collection area of each suteperture in the wave front ^nsor. Both options reduce the 
error d^crib^ in Eq. (4).  However, on the downside. Option A ato increa^s the error 
in Eq. (4.1) and Option B increa^s the error described by Eq. (4.3). 

Typically, Option A m carrfed out in low-light situatiom since changing cx>ntrol 
tandwidth fe usually a simple matter of changing wave front ^nK)r fiame rate and 
<»ntiol loop constants [2]. However, a cui»>iy examination of Eqs. (4.1) and (4.3) 
suggests tlfflt Optfon B, increasing tire sulwperture sire, may actually be preferr«l in 
many situation with regard to minimizing total wave front error. Consider ^. (4.3): the 
fitting variance increa%s as the subaperture spacing (r,) to the 5/3-power vdreresas the 
number of photom <»llect«l incr^^s as roughly the spacing sqtiared (with tire area of 
the sul^jarture). &> as the subaperture size is increa^d, the fitting variance will inci^i^ 
as the number of photons collectoi to the 5/6-power. Now consider Eqs. (4.1) and (4.2): 
the ten55oral ^rave front variance incrra^ as the integration time (AT) to the S/S-powCT, 
\iMch is an analogous sftuatfon to the fitting error dependence on r,. However, in this 
ca^ the numte- of photons collect«l sinqily incre^^ linearly with integration time. 
Thus, for increasii^ integration time, the tenqwral enor variant will incr^% as the 
number of photons collected to the 5/3-power. So assuming, for esran^le, that the 
ten^xjial and simtral error varmnces are of similar value initially, then changing tire 
subqjerture size to r^ch a given photon flux will follow a ajuare root better condition 
performaa» coui^ than living tte sul^wrtuie size fixed and increasing the integration 
time. 
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In practice, the ^uiance terms in Eqs. (4,1), (4.3), and (4.4) are couplwl through 
radiometry aM it turns out that an optimal combination of control tendwidth and 
subaperture size can be found for spwific conditions. This conc^t can be illusti^ed by 
evaluating Eqs, (4.1) through (4.4) in a single example analysis. For the wave front 
^nsor, we assume a fi^-fiaming CCD camera where the radiometric SNR is given by 
[3], 

SNR = 
fj^At 

^tj^M + N^^al 
(4.5) 

^ere ^ is the CCD quantum efficieiwy, Npa is the number of pixels that lie under a 
subaperture lenslet spot, and a fa the read noise |wr pixel. The photon flux i»r 
subaperture, ^ (photoi^^) is. 

^ = E,rX (4.6) 

vrfiere £^ is the irradiance (photons/^c-cm^) at the system entrance pupil and Fr is tlw 
transmission to the CCD ^iKor.  The performance measure we assume for the analysis is 
the Strehl ratio, where it is given by the approximation [1], 

S = e35>|-(e temp + (^fi,    +<y. WFS ')] (4.7) 

Tte parameter valiws for our emxx^lQ are listed in Table 4.1. The values are 
t^ical for a vfeible light sy^stem. The photon irradiance value, Eq, fe approximately that 
ejqjected for a 8* visual ma^ittude star of ten^erature 5900 K and ^nsing over 
wavelengths from 0.4 to 0.7 jim. The renmining two fr^re paranKteas for the analysfa are 
the sulwperture length (actuator spacing), r„ and tl» integration time, ht. The curves 
pre^nt^ in Fig. 4.1 show the resulting Strehl value as a fimction of suteperture length 
for ^vCTal integration times. 

Table 4.1. Parameter values for al^tive optic i^stem performance example. 

OOfo Atmosphere Greenwood frequency 30 Hz 

N CloMsd-loop control a^ing factor 10 

*: Mirror influence fimction 0.36 

ro Atmosphere coherence diameter 5 cm 

P Wave front sensor amling parameter 0.35 

n CCD qimntum efficiency 0.8 

Npi, Pixels under lenslet spot 4 
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«^ Pixel read noise 5e 

Tr Wave front sensor optical transmission 0.5 

E, Photon irradiance at entrance pupil 
1.84.10^ 

photons/s- 

The nwst-fevorable operating point sho^ in Fig. 4.1 is a Strehl value of about 
0.47 with r, « 6 cm and At == 1 msec. Significantly increasing or decr^sing efther r, or M 
results in poorer perfonnance. Now consider the situ^ion if we had a system designed 
with a fixed sulwperture size of 10 cm (perfaps because 10 cm coherence diameters were 
common at our ol^rvatory). Given the 5 cm ^eing case of Fig. 4.1, it is apparent there 
is no integration time that will provide the peak |K>ssible Strehl. The best we could hope 
for is a Strehl of about 0.29. So clearly, the abilfty to reconfigure the sulM^jerture area, in 
combination with control tandwidth adjustment, provides superior perfomMuce over a 
system with fixed sub^)erture area in cases where the coherence diameter is different 
than the design point. 

Strehl 
Ratio, S 

0.6 

0.5 - 

0.4 - 

0.3 - 

0,2 - 

0.1 - 

ot— 

1               1 1 

Integration flme. 

1 -«— At, in msec       - 

2     /^ 

n^\ - 

!k -'A - i'r< ^ \ — 

\. 
\ 

'   11     :      ■■ "^-^^^       ■ ^^S^s.^^ 
10 15 20 

Actuator Spadng (Subapertore 
Length), r. 

Figure 4.1. Strehl ratio as a fimction of ^tuator spacing, r„ for a range of wim)r 
integration times, M. 
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4^. Set Up for the Reconfigurable Shack-Hartmann Wave Front Sensor 
Several re^archers have demonstrated Fresnel len^s and lem arrays written on 

LCD devices operating in binary-pha^ [4,5] and c»ntinuous-ph^e [6,7] nrodes. We have 
developed a iwjonfigurable Shack-Hartnmnn wave front setmor similar to the otm 
suggested by N. Claric [4], but using continuous-pha^ inst^d of amplitude coupled wfth 
biiaiy-phase moduktion. Figure 4.2 shows the set up u^d to demonstrate the operation 
of our reojnfigurable Shack-Hartmann wave front ^na)r. The dynamic len^s developed 
for the rea>nfigurable Shack-Hartmann wave front sen«>r are encoded as sampled 
continuous-pha^ Fresnel leiK fimctions wrftten to the pixels of a twfeted nematic LCD 
module (LCD 3 in Figure 4.2) operating in a continuous pha^-mostly mode [8]. The 
sampled continuous Fresnel lens phase fimctions convert the local tilted plane waves at 
the sul^^rtures to an array of converging spherical waves that focus to form an array of 
Hartmann spots tlwt is imaged to fit the size of CCD 2 using a relay lens as shown at the 
bottom of Figure 4.2. The intern jwint spre^ fimction (PSF) is monftored using CCD 1, 
shown on the right side of Figure 4.2. 

hCDl LCD 2 

Laser beam 

CCD 1 camera 

Figure 4.2. Reojnfigurable system ^tup, 

LCD 1 in Figure 4.2 is u^d to generate an input wave front con^i^ of an array 
of trun^ted plane waves, each of which is tifted differently wfth a size large enough to 
cover its correspoiMling sul»perture (Fresnel lens). As flie tilts of tlw individual truncat«i 
plane waves clrange, the focal qwts move. Hie ^pot posMons, obtained from the CCD 2 
data using a (x>nventional centroid algorithm, are used to <x>n^)ute the average input wave 
front tilts at all sutepertures and to generate a (x>nq)eiuating wave fi»nt on LCD 2 as 
indicated by the spot posttions arrow in Figure 4.2. 

To demonstrate the abilfty of the ^nror to adapt to changing inpirt anq)litudes, we 
placed a rotating variable neutral density filter (ND filter) in the ii^ut laser beam as 
shown in Figure 4.2. Starting with a simple 4x4 array of Hartmann lenses, we operated 
the system at fiiU amplttude and allowwi it to airtonratically mrasure AK positions of the 
16 spots. With llie ^stem running, we rotate the ND filter, causing tiie ^ak spot 
irradianc^ valu« to dwrea^ until they fell betow the threshold of detection, at v^ch 
point the ^stem autonmtically changed from a 4x4 array to a 2x2 array of len^s in order 
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to collect nK>re power in each Hartmann spot, thus enabling the wave ftont setrntr to 
continue operating with reduced resolution at IOWCT light levels. 

4.3. Experimental Results 
In thfa experimeirt, Kohnogorov tmfculence is used as a i^mple turbulence a^reen 

that is plac«i in LCD 1 as shown in Figure 4.2. Figure 4.3 shovre the ej^rimental 
results. The static Kolmogorov turbulence screen shown in Figure 4.3 a is defined with a 
peak-valley value of 2« and a D/FO of 6 where D is the entrance pupil diameter and to is 
the Fried diameter. The system entrance pupil contains tiie central 96x 96 pixels of the 
aaeen. The point spread fimctfon (PSF) of this system is degiMed as shown in Figure 4.3 
b due to the turbulence. Figure 4.3 sho\re experimeirt resuft. Figure 4.3 d shows the 
corrected PSF obtained using the reconstructed ^rave font diown in Figure 4.3 c, 
generated using a motml fittii^ algorithm. There are mtm r^idual errors due to imperfwt 
optical con^nents. 

(a) Kolnwgorov turbulence (b) Before correction 

(c) Recomtructed wave front (d) After ojrrection 

Figure 4.3. Rec»nstruct«i wave front with Kohnogoiov turbulence. 

Figure 4.4 illustrates the dynamic adaptatbn (rwonfiguration of the array of len^s) 
realized using the iwonfigurable Stock-Hartmann ^ns»r. When the light level is 
reduced ^rhaps by ^intillation) the Haitmann focal spote bw»mB very dim, and the 
conventional {»ntroid program las trouble finding the spot locations. Therefore, in order 
to increa^ the itr^iance of each focal spot, the system mitomatically wrftes fewer larger 
len^s wfth the sanw focal length, tiius decreasing the F# of flie len^s ai«l increasing the 
sjK)t irradiance. F^ures 4.4 a aiMi 4.4 b show a 4x4 array of Hartmann spots before and 
after the decrea^ m light level. Figure 4.4 c diows the 2x2 array of Hartmann spots 
produced after the ^najr adapte to the lower light level. 
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(a) Without attenuator (b) With attenuator   (c) Change of the 
number offenses 

Figure 4.4. System automatic reconfiguration. 

In (inclusion, the reojnfigurable Shack-Hartmaim mtmtr works has been tested 
under low light level conditions at NMSU. The t^te indicate tte the system worlra very 
well and that ft fa a superior alternative to existing systems that increase the system 
integration time in ordo* to opaate under low Ught level conditions. 
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5. Controlling a laser beam in the presence of strong turbulence. 
5.1. Introduction 

Mich%an Technological University (MTU) supported this program in two ways: 
(1) we examined extending the image sharpness metric approach developed by Mikhail 
VorontOTv to coirtrol the defommble mirror in a la^r beam projection system operating 
under conditions of saturated scintillation; and (2) we supported investigatore at New 
Mexico State Univereity by providing ;M>me simulated plmse screens to u^ in their 
efforts. Much of this work Iras been devot«i to the problem of controlling a laser beam in 
the preMince of strong turbulence. 

Many la^r projection systems, such as those found in laser weapon systems and 
laser communication systems, have the goal of focusing a la^r b^m on a target through 
a long atmospheric path. The objective of these systems is often to ojncentrate as much 
power as po^ible on a small area of the target. In long range air-to-air b^r projection 
systems, the laser bram must propagate almost horizontally through atmospheric 
turbulence. In the alienee of atmoq)heric turbulence, the b^m i^hing the target would 
have a high power density and an almost Airy-disk pattern as pi^icted by dififiaction 
theory. However, in cxtnditions of strong ^mo^heric turbulence, the an^litude aad 
pha% of the h^r be»m are severely dfetorted as the team propagates through the long 
optical path. Therefore the beam r^hing the target in genend h^ a low power density, 
and its intensity pattern is randomly changing and speckled in appearance. 

A la^r beacon-t»s^ adaptive optics system provides a way to correct for the 
turbulence-induced phai^ distortion. In this system, a hesumn is created by transmitting 
one or more low power laser beams from the la^r projection ^stem to the tai^et. Some 
of the hght fi»m the beacon M»ttere tack through the atmosphere and is captured by the 
aperture of the laser projection ^stem Assuming that all flie sources of tiie aj^ered 
light captured by tl» apature of the laser projection system emanate from a veiy small 
region of tiie tai^et, conventional ad^tive oj^cs systems can lead to a s^nificant 
improvement in fwrformance. Ideally, to a>n^nsate for weak pha% distortions, the 
conjugate of the pta% of the b^<x>n field incident on the aperture is ^pliM to the 
outgoing beam. In practice, the ph^e conjugation is i^rformwl by controlling the strape 
of a reflective deformable mirror. The deformable mirror is in turn coittrolled dirou^ a 
mt of actuator control weights obtained proofing either wave front ^xmtt infom^ion, 
image information, or both. A^uming wrak turWience, and thrt the outgoing laser beam 
propagates through roughly the same optical pafli as the a»ttei^ light, the beam 
reaching the target will appro^h dififiaction-limited performance. 

UnfortuBfltely, the afqiroach descaibed above works well only in ^^es where the 
atmospherfe turbulence is weak and the bearon fa a point Mune. In beam projection 
systems operating in conditions of stroi^ atmo^heric turbulence, the amplitude and 
pha% of the field incident on the target are ^verely distorted, and the taacgeA it^lf is 
extend^. Therefore, tte beacon that is c^at^ fa not a point source, but rather ft fa a 
raMomly stap^ extend^ ajune. Becau^ the beacon field fa mattered by an optically 
rough surfece, the beac»n is ato spatially incolwrent. Hence, in most caws of practical 
interest the be»x>n subteivls an angle that fa many tim^ larger than the isoplanatic angle 
m tiiat tte leacon looks like a c»ll«rtion of wveral snmll ia>planatic p^ch-sLod regions. 
The a^atter^ light fi»m e^h one of tlww regions goes through a slightly different 
volume of turbulence aiKi ei^riences different amplitude and plm% distortions. Hence 
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the field incident on the aperture originates from different isoplanatic patch-sized regions 
of the beacon, and thw total field causes tte image and Hartman sensor dMa we would 
measure. The various random point spread fiinctions arising from different parts of the 
beacon are super-impo^ in both the image and Hartman ^nsor data. Simply 
conjugating the pha^ ^in^exl from the Hartnmn ^nair and image data, and applying ft 
to the outgoing la^r beam is not as effective as finding a n^ans to isolate and conjugate 
the phase associated with a small patch on the target. The approach we de^ribe later in 
thfa paper provides a way to reduce the errors related to what we caU "beacon 
ankoplanatism". In addftion to the ani«}pbnatism deairibed above, the beacon field 
experiences strong scintillation because of the long optical paths through which it 
propagates. However, the approach described in this paper is a phass conjugation scheme 
and does not (wnqjensate for an^tlitude errore. However, we will show tlat pha^-only 
correction is still usefiiL 

Scattered 
Light 

Atmospheric 
Turbulence 

Mirror 

Figure 5.1. Schematic representation of the image sharpness metric-tesed approach. 

Most previous work in thfa area has involved the i^ of the entire mattered field 
incident on the aperture in order to find the optimum control weights to apply to the 
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defommble mirror. For instance, Roggemann et al. dea^ribed a nonlinear optimization- 
tesed technique to determine the deformable mirror figure which jointly processes 
Hartman sensor and image data to obtain conmmnds fiir a defomable mirror. We have 
found that life approach provides only small improvements in percentage of encircled 
energy when the bea«x)n is extended, and is very con^iutatioimlly intensive. Here, we 
deaaribe an aj^oach that is tesed on a modified version of the l^er bea»n and pha^- 
conjugation wl^tive optics systent As shown in Figure 5.1, imte^ of using all the 
aattered light from tiw beM»n, we have developed a measurement and processing 
technique that swks to use a small portion of the light emanating from a small patch on 
the beacon. Thfe patch subtends an angle that is only a few times larger than tiie 
isoplanatic angle and forms flie l^is for the image sharpness metric. The image 
sharpness metric u^ here was first deairibed by Muller and Buffington et al, and was 
tater used by Voronstov, et aL This image sharpne^ metric is given by 

J(a)= JM(x)/(x,a)d2x 

where x is die position vector in the image plane, M{X) is a binary mask which blocks 
the light from soim regions of the inmge plane, l{x) is the image intemty due to the 
beacon, and the a's are the DM actuator <»mmands. As we mentioned above, the image 
iirtensity contoins con^nents from ^veral ia>planatic patch-sized regions. Therefore a 
s|»tial filter, in this csm the mask, M{X), with a snmll circular ^lerture is used as a field 
stop to jwss only liglrt from a snmll region of the target to the optimization metric. If the 
diameter of the mask ^)erture subtends an angle that is a few times larger than the 
ia)pknatic angle, we can effectively conqjens^e for an almost isoplanatic patch-siMd 
portion of the target by iterating on the elements of a. ITie deformable mirror then 
performs the necessary phase corrwtion to the outgoing high power la^r. Several 
optimi^tion algorithms muk as the BFGS quasi-Newton UKthod and the simultaneous 
perturtetion ^ochastic approximation (SPSA) can be u^d to find the optinnim values of 
a tifflt nmximjyg the im^e stopness metric, j(a) However, vm u«d the SPSA because 
of ite conva^eiK» sp^d. 

So fir the i^ults obtained wfth this a^oach have bron promising. ITie results 
from our simulations show that deformable mirror control ta^ on the nonlinear 
optimi2^k>n of the inuige sharpness metric, leads to an ir^provement in tte pen^ntage of 
eiwircled energy over previous DM control ^pro^hes Ix^ed on simply conjugating the 
phase obtained fi»m ^ra^vefront sena>iB and rwonstructors. The simulatbn results SSMJ 
show that ideal mask ^serture can subtend an angle fiiat is many times largCT than the 
i^planatic angle. However m the turbulence strength increa^s, the size of the mask 
aperture must ala> be increased. The simulation results show tlmt in rome cases tte best 
angular subtense can be many times the iatplanatic angle. 

5.2. Image Sharpness Metric-B^^ Approach 
In cases of intorest to us, the angular extent of the beacon m nany times larger 

than flie iaiplamtic angle. Therefore at the aperture, the beacon toote like a collwtion of 
many isoplanatic iwtch-si2»d a>ur<»s. To ^uce ani»>planatism we have to pick a patch 
on the beacon tto is on the order of the si^ of the iajplanatic pateh, and tiy to estimate 
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the impulse respond due to atmospheric propagation for light enmnating from that point. 
We do this by filtering out some of the hght from the other ^planatic patch-si^d 
«>urces in the Iwacon by using a mask in the image plane which acts as a field stop. 
Figure 5.2 shows the relationship letween the angular subtense, ^mask' ^d the dkmeter 
of the msek's ai^rture. Our appro^h is to iterate on the DM cooMnands (DM not shown 
in Fig. 5.2) to maximiM the intensity encircled by the mask. The resulting phaw; profile 
is applied to the outgoing beam, which b pro|Wgated hmk to the target 

T 
Dmask 

i 
Mask 

Lens in Aperture 

Brtended Beacon 
Figure 5.2. Illustration of the relationship between the nask and the patch subtended on 
the ejrtended beacon. 

Analytical a>lutions to the propagation of la^r projection systems under 
conditions of strong ^mospheric turbuleiwe are not available at this time. Therefore, we 
ui^ the Monte C^lo method to simulate »veral independent oirtical propagations. The 
I^rcentage of encucW energy in the ensemble average target intensity is used as the 
performance mstric. Each simulation can be teoken down into ^veial parts. The fii^ part 
is the creation of the ie^ended beacon of wavelength, A = 980 nm. The ^cond part is the 
propagation of the »;atta«d extends! beacon wave fronts fi»m the target plane to the 
ai»rture of the laser beam projection system. In the next part we form an image of the 
field in the ^stem aperture and then optimize tte image sharpness metric describe 
above. Finally, we coira;t tte plmse of the outgoing hi^ power laser beam. 

The extend^ beacon was created by propagating a gau^ian beam to a tai^et ^ a 
simulated distance of 50 km. In our simulations, the target plane was created on a 
1024x 1024 uniform Cartesian grid. In the simulations, we u^ a 5-Iayered atmospheric 
nwdel. The 5 thin teyers were uniformly spawd so that the distaitce between ^ch thin 
layer was 10 km. TTie firet layer was plac^ at a dfatance of 10 km from ti» beacon plane 
and the last layer was placed in the la^r projection ^stem's aperture plane. Each layer 
(or phase »reen) was created using a pha^ scr^n generator. In turn tiie pha« w^reen 
was created on a 1024x 1024 Cartesian grid with a sanqjle q)^ing of 0.568 cm. &ch 
phase screen tod a von Kammn power spwtral density, with outer Kale of 10 m, and an 
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inner amle of approximately leto. We assumed tlmt each phase &xeen had the ^me 

structure constant of the index of refiaction C„ . Furthermore, C„ was indeperdent of 
position and was therefore a (»nstant. The isoplanatic angle, 0Q , and the Fried paranwter, 
TQ , clanged dq^mling on the structure constant. 

To simulate a^attering, the central portion of the field at the target was extim^ted 
by modeling the target as a 0.5 m dkmeter circutar I^mtertian scatterer. It was then 
propagated in the revere direction teck to the laser projection system's receiver. The 
propagation was through the same turbulent volume that the previous gaussian beam hM 
traversed. The aj^rture diameter of the lairer projection system was 1.0 meter. 

An ideal lens in the system aperture was u^d to form an image of the incoming 
wave front. This fer-field image was create by jwrforming a FFT of the field just after 
the ideal lens. We u^d the image sharpness metric as the objective fimction and 
maximized it by finding the optimum set of a's. ITie optimiration algorithm u^d in tha 
care was the SPSA algorithm. We cho^ to u» the SPSA algorithm because it converged 
much fcter than the BFGS quasi-Newton algorithm. The optimum a's are ured to drive 
the defomable mirror and tence crwite to optimum phase correction. The size of the 
circular hole wm ^med to get the best results. 

Finally, the oj^imum corrected pbase fa applied to the oirtgoing high power larer 
beam ming a simulated DM model This beam propagates through the same turbulent 
volume m tte mattered Ught until it reaches the taiget plane. The intens^ at the target 
plane is saved so tiiat it can be used in the calculation of fiie percentage of encircled 
energy. We perform^ wveral independent realizations. Then we added the irrtensities in 
the target plane for e^h one of the reali^tions and calculated their ensemble average 
intensity. Next we oju^ute tte j^rcentage of encircled energy from the en^mble 
average intensity. We ured the peroentage of encircled energy to nt^sure the quality of 
the target image. 

5^. Resulto 
We iKJw pj^«nt the simulation results. In Fig. 5.3 tbe jwrcentage of encircled 

energy on the tai^et usix^ nonlinear optimi^tion of the image sharpn^s metric and 
using HWFS processing are con^ared. The curve marked NIX)PT refere to the results 
obtained using nonlinear optimi^don of the image sharpness metric and the curve 
marked HWFS refere to the results obtain^ using a Itotmann wave froirt mmot and 
rK»nstructor. Figure 5.3 shows that for any given angle 0„t^j^ controlling the 
deformable mirror using iMjnlinear optimization-lwred twhniques resulte in a much larger 
inq>rovement in percentage of encircle enet^ than controlling the delbnnable mirror 
iteing parameters ottained from a Hartmann wave front mimat and reconstractor. 
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Figure 5.3. Percentage of ensemble average encircled energy in the target plane for 

C„ = 2x10      m       , using 0„^^ = 0.0943 /^lad, vAmh leads to the Mghest 
percentage of encircled energy. HWFS result due to pha^ conjugation only without 
optimisation. 

EnadadEnaigjf !.2siio'"i# 

Figure 5.4. Percentage of ensemble average encircled energy in the target plane for 

C„=2xl0      m       . Using a 0„^^^ = 0.0404 /tftad leads to the highest percentage of 
encircled eiwrgy and smallest angle. 

Figure 5.4 shows tte encircled energy performance of this technique as the 
angular extent of the mask is graduaUy incr^sed for the fixed turbulence strength of 
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2 —IT      ^2/1 C„ =2x10      m       . We observe that, as expected, the performance is decrea:^ as 
the mask diameter is increased at this relatively low turbulence strength. Figures 5.5 and 
5.6 show similar plots for cases of increasing turbulence strength - in the c^ of Fig. 5.5 

C| =5x10"^' m"2 ^^, and in the case of Fig. 6 C| =2x10"** m~^'^. Interestingly, 
Figs. 5.5 and 5.6 show that the optimum mask width varies with turbulence strength aM 
the general trend is that tl» nmsk diameter mmt be increased as the turbulence strength 
increases. The optimum mask diameter as a fimction of turbulence strength results are 
summarized in Table 5.1. 

En**dEnQ^ * .8 sid" rf 
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Figure 5.5. Percentage of ensemble average encircled energy in the target plane for 

C| = 5 X10"*^ m~^'^. Using 0„^^^ = 0,0943 fMad leads to the highest percentage of 
encircled energy. 
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Figure 5.6. Percentage of ensemble average encircled ena-gy in the target plane for 

C| =2x10"*^ m~^'^. Using 0„ask =0.2021/fiad leads to the highest percentage of 
encircled energy. 

Table 5.1. Optimum mask angular subtends as a fimction of turbulence strength. 

C| |<10-" m-2^3| 0mmk (/^d) %(/^ad) ^mask I^Q 

2 4.04 2.04 1.98 
5 33.39 1.18 28 
20 9.43 0.51 18.49 
70 9.43 0.24 39.29 

In ojnchwion, a new approach to ojntrolling a defommble mirror in beam 
projection systems operating in conditions of strong turbulence was introduce It has 
b^n shown that tl^ nonlinear optimi^tion of an image shaipne^ metrk can 
significairtly improve tte performance of the bram projection ^stem. However, 
although tiie best radius of tiie mask's aperture was lai^er than eiq^cted, it subtends an 
angle that is only a few times larger than the isopbnatic angle. 
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